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Complete bibliography: Erving Goffman’s writings\textsuperscript{1}

Anders Persson, Lund University\textsuperscript{2}

1. Goffman, Erving M. (1949), *Some characteristics of response to depicted experience*. (Unpublished Master dissertation.) Chicago: Department of Sociology, University of Chicago.\textsuperscript{3}

\textsuperscript{1} This bibliography also appears in Swedish in my book on Goffman: Persson, Anders 2012 *Ritualisering och sårbarhet – anskte mot anskte med Goffmans perspektiv på social interaction* [Ritualization and Vulnerability – face to face with Goffman’s perspective on social interaction]. Malmö: Liber förlag.
\textsuperscript{2} anders.persson@soc.lu.se
\textsuperscript{3} As far as I know this is the only time that Goffman uses the initial M. in his author’s name. His full name was Erving Manual Goffman.
\textsuperscript{4} This report hasn’t been publicly available since at least the end of the nineties, but is now available in the Erving Goffman Archives: http://www.unlv.edu/centers/cdclv/ega/documents/eg_station_53.pdf

---

6 This text is an edited transcription of an simultaneously interpreted address that Goffman gave at the conference "Quotidienneté et Historicité", at l’Université Lyon II, May 13–14 1982.